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Effect of Technological Advancement on Literature 

 

Abstract 

From the telegraph and also the acoustic gramophone to cinema and computer 

network, 20th-century literature oft addressed the wondrous and peculiar nature of rising 

technologies. Here Roger Luckhurst explores the ways that during which technological 

innovation compact on key literary works of the amount. Each technological breakthrough 

tends to be in the course of anxious announcements of its ruinous result on literature. It’s true 

that new communication technologies typically turn out new frameworks that regulate the 

ways that during which literature seems.  

This paper investigates Literature primarily based Discovery (LBD) approach to 

reveal linkages between technology and social issue to elucidate plausible contribution of 

science and technology for finding social problems. We tend to relatively evaluated 

effectiveness of linguistics similarity measures to extract these linkages from listing 
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information our methodology will be used as a choice support tool for managers and policy 

manufacturers to extract and style promising analysis targets. 

 

Introduction 

Renowned Victorian pundit Matthew Arnold composed an article entitled 'Writing 

and Science'. The paper talked about the connection among writing and science. According to 

Arnold, "writing is simply the fundamental for 'knowing and the world', and science 'it is one 

thing to simply take a gander at writing." It implies that science is just a piece of the writing. 

Numerous past journalists have composed on the relationship of writing and science. D.H. 

Lawrence, a famous author contrasted writing and different controls like science, medicinal 

and logic. As indicated by him, science considers person in its incomplete structure, while 

writing ponders an individual in its full structure.  

 

Causes for the Technological advancement on literature 

Regardless of science and innovation significantly influenced the creation and 

gathering of writing. Innovation is a noteworthy player in this association. There is an 

incredible dread taking the more extensive effect of innovation on composed writing. The 

inquiry is being asked, why we should proceed with the present type of writing. Quickly 

developing impact of innovation has modified the manner by which we live and think. The 

social and financial existence of man has definitely changed. 

 

Impact of Technology 

Technology, inescapably impacts our lives, even more strikingly than any other 

discipline. We are related directly to the use of technology and not with the theories and 

philosophies. As we are aware, literature follows culture. The literature adopted technical 
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changes to keep pace with pressing needs of the time. Since the invention of various 

techniques in writing i.e. paper, ink, printing press, binding, circulation, literature got 

changed. The change was not limited to the technical things but also the very production and 

reception of literature. Various writers either used technology or made it as their subject 

matter of their creation. Technology becomes the part of the environment within which 

literature works. 

Since the very existence of literature, technology has been remained a subject of 

literature. The word technology has its root in Greek word ‘techno’, means ‘craft’ or 

‘making’. Literature being a creation, or making something new, has strong relationship with 

technology. The later part of the word, ‘ology’ means, ‘an intellectual discourse or a system’ 

the word technology first appeared. Even for Martin Heidegger, technology is, ‘a form of 

consciousness. It is evident that technology is a subject of literature. 

 

Chaucer to the Post-Modernist creators appeared in different structures in writing:  

These journalists portrayed innovation as their topic and same was appeared as an 

administration of change to the humankind. The change innovation brought has some positive 

and negative effects on society as a rule and writing specifically. Right off the bat, the 

positive effects of innovation on writing ought to be talked about. Composing and 

distributing creative writing was not a simple assignment before. It was a relentless work for 

scholars, editors and distributers. Anyway innovation lately made every one of these things 

very simple and quick. The quick and viable correspondence is a reward of innovation. It has 

offered a stage for essayists to reach to the majority. A few books are distributed online in 

advanced structure. The reaction of peruses to the computerized duplicates is overpowering.  

 

Frankfurt book reasonable in Oct 2010:  
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It is an obvious of this huge reaction to the new type of books. That reasonable is 

portrayed by the dialog of 'advanced rights'. It is concurred, that a book can be accessible 

online through tablet or portable. The old thought, distribution implies a 'printed book' is very 

humiliating. Production is occurring in a virtual structure. It has the colossal potential to 

achieve such peruses who don't want to peruse. The online production of books is drawing in 

a substantial number of peruses because of its introduction.  

 

Mammoth players of innovation checking  

Mammoth players of innovation checking out the creation and flow of writing 

carefully these players incorporate Google, Amazon, Barnes and Noble, Apple. The 

distribution monster, Amazon has presented its first tablet as 'Ignite'. There is a shocking 

background of Amazon that individuals incline toward advanced books than printed one. The 

epic, 'The Girl with Dragon Tattoo', distributed in 2008, end up being a blockbuster spine 

chiller of the year. Around 10 Lakh online duplicates were sold out. The writers who have 

earned in a major sum were the individuals who distributed their books on the web. These 

creators incorporate Jamie Oliver, Julia Donnellson, James Peterson, and Jeff Kini. A thought 

of distributing book online in India isn't well known. Mandar Joglekar is endeavouring to 

distribute books online through his lady undertaking 'Bookganga'. Book fairs are swinging to 

be an approach to engender a thought that online distribution isn't just conceivable 

undertaking yet in addition a viable intend to reach to the majority using less.  

 

Innovation and its gadgets have offered a remarkable stage  

Innovation and its gadgets have offered a remarkable stage for eminent creators too to 

the average folks. Individuals are effectively conveying everything that needs to be conveyed 

through methods for electronic media like blog and person to person communication 
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destinations. There is a vogue; celebrated identities are offering their perspectives to peruse 

through online journals. These approaches to reach to the general population have been 

received by lawmakers, sportspersons, on-screen characters, social activists, industrialists, 

etc.  

Innovation empowered coordinated correspondence between a writer and a pursuer. 

This better approach for correspondence is adding new measurements to the artistic 

organization. It is giving a solid dialog about the gathering and understanding writing bitterly 

among researchers, specialists and basic peruses. In addition the online gathering of writing 

in scholastics is developing step by step. A substantial number of scholastic organizations are 

structuring their courses on the web. These courses comprise, seminar on writing, language, 

instructing, experimental writing, etc. This accessibility of structuring courses according to 

the hour will bring productive outcomes.  

 

Accessibility on web 

Specialists found a major repository of assets as data which is accessible on web. 

Sharing of computerized data among scientists has opened another skyline in the headway of 

research. This will pull in more researchers toward research. Innovation has opened new 

prospects to the field of interpretation. The improvement of interpretation was confronting a 

few obstacles before. Non-accessibility of lexicons, shortage of reference books and 

restricted assets were enormous obstacles in interpretation. As innovation propelled, the 

procedure of interpretation got a lot less demanding.  

Accessibility of online lexicons, thesauruses, reference books, and assets made 

interpretation as a fascinating work. Interpretation created as one method for acquiring for 

new essayists and editors. There are numerous product and instruments, accessible on the 
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web, encouraged the careful procedure of interpretation. This came about quantities of books 

are getting converted into a few dialects.  

 

Fruitful chiefs 

The greater part of the fruitful chiefs of Hollywood and Bollywood has taken 

motivation from a few scholarly pieces. They look toward writing as their dream. Motion 

picture is the cutting edge rendition of show. Adjustments of works of art are visit. Show was 

the main sort of writing amid Elizabethan age and Restoration Period. There was a 

continuous decrease of dramatization from Augustan Age to the restoration of show by Eliot. 

Dramatization picked up resurgence as a film. Film is an exceptional case of present day 

innovation, which has the ability to reach even to uneducated ones.  

Besides, negative effects of innovation on writing ought to be tended to. It has arrived 

how we use innovation. In the event that we use it for pulverization, it will bring holocaust as 

the instance of two world wars. Broad utilization of innovation in Second World War caused 

incredible decimation of riches and human lives. These two occasions described with 

innovation modified the very methods for conviction of person. Individuals were torn and 

befuddled because of the harm. The hard substances of contemporary society were featured in 

writing. We can encounter the injury, disarray, lose hope that innovation caused, was 

substantial in present day writing. 

 

Contamination of innovation 

Modern insurgency made numerous issues, for example, ghettos, movement, 

urbanization, relocation, joblessness, character, abuse and contamination. This came about 

because of the progression of innovation. The contemporary issues and likely answers for 

them were taken up by specialists. Charles Dickens, George Eliot, Robert Browning tended to 
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these issues through writing. Present day and Post-current essayists are managing the issues 

in a more extensive sense, as far as race, abuse, sexual orientation, character, relocation, 

contamination, negligibility issues which are the result of present day innovation.  

Expanding contamination is an endowment of innovation to which we are acclimated. 

Numerous researchers and thinkers are cautioning the dimension of different types of 

contamination. The issue of contamination is portrayed through contemporary writing. An 

endeavour is being made to thoughtful individuals about contamination. There is an 

extraordinary need to address the issue legitimately to have a feasible improvement. 

There is a major threat depending increasingly more on innovation. This will stop the 

intensity of intrinsic reasoning. It will gravely influence and degenerate the psyches of more 

youthful ones. They stay immersed in the utilization of innovation. They overlook their 

general surroundings, when they are utilizing a gadget. Normal procedure of reasoning might 

be in danger at the expense of innovation. This will make numerous issues for later ages.  

The innovative headway is unavoidable however the advantages of this are 

constrained to a specific gathering of individuals. The gathering is utilizing innovation to 

reinforce their places. They are authorized to abuse destitute individuals. Also, the social 

superstructure is in their grasp. Writing being a superstructure is constrained by such 

individuals. The issue of strength of one network over another network is tended to in post-

pilgrim writing.  

 

Considerations by inventive essayists 

Thirdly, a talk of innovation as a subject of writing is fundamental. Innovation is 

being considered by inventive essayists as a differentiating power to writing. This can be 

found in Romantic verse. Practically all great artistic writings delineated innovation as an 

evil. Numerous Victorian, Modern and Past-present day authors made innovation as the topic 
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for their writing. Mid nineteenth century distributed novel of Mary Shelly's, 'Frankenstein', is 

about an animal created by logical investigation. The epic is one of the most punctual 

instances of Science Fiction. Progression of science and innovation in present day time frame 

constrained numerous specialists for experimentation. The experimentation occurred in 

writing as well as in different expressions like engineering, painting, music and model. James 

Joyce and Virginia Woolf tested in novel, while Eliot, Auden, and Pound delivered new sort 

of verse and dramatization was not special case for this. Samuel Becket, T.S. Eliot, Albert 

Camus, Franz Kafka changed the methods for composing a dramatization. Innovation does 

not bring just physical change but rather it changed the mind-sets and living. Mid twentieth 

century decades were known for the strange musings of Karl Marx and Sigmund Freud. 

These journalists changed the set ideas of society, culture, selfhood, personality, etc. 

Thomas Pynchon, an American author, delineated innovation in a peculiar structure. 

He was of the supposition, on the off chance that we let ourselves as casualty of innovation, 

we are making it's our very own quandary. Also his work concerns the solid connection 

among innovation and society. The utilization of innovation is combined with mental 

conditions upon innovation we create. Pynchon portrayed the basic and corresponding nature 

of contemporary society and its connection with innovation. He unveiled nature in the 

persistent battle between advances progression on us and our reactions to the equivalent.  

Spy fiction treats, writing itself as a type of data while Juvenile fiction is the main 

type to speak to innovation certifiably. The youngsters' writing showed innovation 

considerately in this way, writing and innovation have affected on one another. Writing has 

been stayed as an observer of different changes since hundreds of years. Numerous things got 

changed over the span of time. Writing likewise changed its methods for generation and 

gathering. In any case, it is having a similar faction which had before more extensive the 

effect of innovation.  
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Conclusion 

It isn't the inquiry that writing will last or not. The inventive writing dependably 

remained a basic piece of the general public. Regardless of different changes writing will fill 

its need as it was served in before times. Be that as it may, it is the unavoidable issue before 

us, in which structure writing will last is unsure. I think the present book structure will be 

supplanted by a computerized structure. 
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